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Figure 1. Overview. TD-MPC2 compares favorably to existing model-free and model-based RL
methods across 104 continuous control tasks spanning multiple domains, with a single set of
hyperparameters (right). We further demonstrate the scalability of TD-MPC2 by training a 317M
parameter agent to perform 80 tasks across multiple domains, embodiments, and action spaces (left).

Abstract

TD-MPC is a model-based reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm that performs
local trajectory optimization in the latent space of a learned implicit (decoder-free)
world model. In this work, we present TD-MPC2: a series of improvements upon
the TD-MPC algorithm. We demonstrate that TD-MPC2 improves significantly
over baselines across 104 online RL tasks spanning 4 diverse task domains, achiev-
ing consistently strong results with a single set of hyperparameters. We further
show that agent capabilities increase with model and data size, and successfully
train a single 317M parameter agent to perform 80 tasks across multiple task
domains, embodiments, and action spaces.

Explore videos, models, data, code, and more at
https://nicklashansen.github.io/td-mpc2

1 Introduction

Training large models on internet-scale datasets has led to generalist models that perform a wide
variety of language and vision tasks (Brown et al., 2020; He et al., 2022; Kirillov et al., 2023). The
success of these models can largely be attributed to the availability of enormous datasets, and carefully
designed architectures that reliably scale with model and data size. While researchers have recently
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Figure 2. Tasks. TD-MPC2 performs 104 diverse tasks from (left to right) DMControl (Tassa et al.,
2018), Meta-World (Yu et al., 2019), ManiSkill2 (Gu et al., 2023), and MyoSuite (Caggiano et al.,
2022), with a single set of hyperparameters.

extended this paradigm to robotics (Reed et al., 2022; Brohan et al., 2023), a generalist embodied
agent that learns to perform diverse control tasks via low-level actions, across multiple embodiments,
from large uncurated (i.e., mixed-quality) datasets remains an elusive goal. We argue that current
approaches to generalist embodied agents suffer from (a) the assumption of near-expert trajectories
for behavior cloning which severely limits the amount of available data (Reed et al., 2022; Lee et al.,
2022; Kumar et al., 2022; Schubert et al., 2023; Driess et al., 2023; Brohan et al., 2023), and (b) a
lack of scalable continuous control algorithms that are able to consume large uncurated datasets.

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is an ideal framework for extracting expert behavior from uncurated
datasets. However, most existing RL algorithms (Lillicrap et al., 2016; Haarnoja et al., 2018) are
designed for single-task learning and rely on per-task hyperparameters, with no principled method
for selecting those hyperparameters (Zhang et al., 2021). An algorithm that can consume large
multi-task datasets will invariably need to be robust to variation between different tasks (e.g., action
space dimensionality, difficulty of exploration, and reward distribution). In this work, we present
TD-MPC2: a significant step towards achieving this goal. TD-MPC2 is a model-based RL algorithm
designed for learning generalist world models on large uncurated datasets composed of multiple task
domains, embodiments, and action spaces, with data sourced from behavior policies that cover a wide
range of skill levels, and without the need for hyperparameter-tuning.

Our algorithm, which builds upon TD-MPC (Hansen et al., 2022), performs local trajectory optimiza-
tion in the latent space of a learned implicit (decoder-free) world model. While the TD-MPC family
of algorithms has demonstrated strong empirical performance in prior work (Hansen et al., 2022,
2023; Yuan et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2023; Feng et al., 2023; Chitnis et al., 2023; Zhu et al., 2023;
Lancaster et al., 2023), most successes have been limited to single-task learning with little emphasis
on scaling. As shown in Figure 1, naïvely increasing model and data size of TD-MPC often leads to a
net decrease in agent performance, as is commonly observed in RL literature (Kumar et al., 2023). In
contrast, scaling TD-MPC2 leads to consistently improved capabilities. Our algorithmic contributions,
which have been key to achieving this milestone, are two-fold: (1) improved algorithmic robustness
by revisiting core design choices, and (2) careful design of an architecture that can accommodate
datasets with multiple embodiments and action spaces without relying on domain knowledge. The
resulting algorithm, TD-MPC2, is scalable, robust, and can be applied to a variety of single-task and
multi-task continuous control problems using a single set of hyperparameters. Refer to Appendix A
for a description of the TD-MPC2 algorithm.

We evaluate TD-MPC2 across a total of 104 diverse continuous control tasks spanning 4 task
domains: DMControl (Tassa et al., 2018), Meta-World (Yu et al., 2019), ManiSkill2 (Gu et al., 2023),
and MyoSuite (Caggiano et al., 2022). We summarize our results in Figure 1, and visualize task
domains in Figure 2. Our results demonstrate that TD-MPC2 consistently outperforms existing
model-based and model-free methods, using the same hyperparameters across all tasks (Figure 1,
right). Here, “Locomotion" and “Pick YCB" are particularly challenging subsets of DMControl and
ManiSkill2, respectively. We further show that agent capabilities increase with model and data size,
and successfully train a single 317M parameter world model to perform 80 tasks across multiple task
domains, embodiments, and action spaces (Figure 1, left).

2 Experiments

We evaluate TD-MPC2 across a total of 104 diverse continuous control tasks spanning 4 task domains:
DMControl (Tassa et al., 2018), Meta-World (Yu et al., 2019), ManiSkill2 (Gu et al., 2023), and
MyoSuite (Caggiano et al., 2022). Tasks include high-dimensional state and action spaces (up to
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Figure 3. Single-task RL. Episode return (DMControl) and success rate (others) as a function of
environment steps across 104 continuous control tasks spanning 4 diverse task domains. TD-MPC2
achieves higher data-efficiency and asymptotic performance than existing methods, while using the
same hyperparameters across all tasks. Mean and 95% CIs over 3 seeds.

A ∈ R39), sparse rewards, multi-object manipulation, physiologically accurate musculoskeletal
motor control, complex locomotion (e.g. Dog and Humanoid embodiments), and cover a wide range
of task difficulties. In support of open-source science, we publicly release 300+ model checkpoints,
datasets, and code for training and evaluating TD-MPC2 agents, most of which has already
been made available at https://nicklashansen.github.io/td-mpc2.

We seek to answer three core research questions through experimentation:
• Comparison to existing methods. How does TD-MPC2 compare to state-of-the-art model-free

(SAC) and model-based (DreamerV3, TD-MPC) methods for data-efficient continuous control?

• Scaling. Do the algorithmic innovations of TD-MPC2 lead to improved agent capabilities as
model and data size increases? Can a single agent learn to perform diverse skills across multiple
task domains, embodiments, and action spaces?

• Analysis. How do the specific design choices introduced in TD-MPC2 influence downstream
task performance? How much does planning contribute to its success? Are the learned task
embeddings semantically meaningful? Can large multi-task agents be adapted to unseen tasks?

Baselines. Our baselines represent the state-of-the-art in data-efficient RL, and include (1) Soft
Actor-Critic (SAC) (Haarnoja et al., 2018), a model-free actor-critic algorithm based on maximum
entropy RL, (2) DreamerV3 (Hafner et al., 2023), a model-based method that optimizes a model-
free policy with rollouts from a learned generative model of the environment, and (3) the original
version of TD-MPC (Hansen et al., 2022), a model-based RL algorithm that performs local trajectory
optimization (planning) in the latent space of a learned implicit (non-generative) world model. SAC
and TD-MPC use task-specific hyperparameters, whereas TD-MPC2 uses the same hyperparameters
across all tasks. We use a 5M parameter TD-MPC2 agent in all experiments (unless stated otherwise).
For reference, the DreamerV3 baseline has approx. 20M learnable parameters.

2.1 Results

Comparison to existing methods. We first compare the data-efficiency of TD-MPC2 to a set of
strong baselines on 104 diverse tasks in an online RL setting. Aggregate results are shown in Figure
3. We find that TD-MPC2 outperforms prior methods across all task domains. The MyoSuite results
are particularly noteworthy, as we did not run any TD-MPC2 experiments on this benchmark prior to
the reported results. See Appendix B for the full single-task RL results.

Massively multitask world models. To demonstrate that our proposed improvements facilitate
scaling of world models, we evaluate the performance of 5 multitask models ranging from 1M to
317M parameters on a collection of 80 diverse tasks that span multiple task domains and vary greatly
in objective, embodiment, and action space. Models are trained on a dataset of 545M transitions
obtained from the replay buffers of 240 single-task TD-MPC2 agents, and thus contain a wide variety
of behaviors ranging from random to expert policies. The task set consists of all 50 Meta-World tasks,
as well as 30 DMControl tasks. The DMControl task set includes 19 original DMControl tasks, as
well as 11 new tasks. For completeness, we include a separate set of scaling results on the 30-task
DMControl subset (345M transitions) as well. Due to our careful design of the TD-MPC2 algorithm,
scaling up is straightforward: to improve rate of convergence we use a 4× larger batch size (1024)
compared to the single-task experiments, but make no other changes to hyperparameters.
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Figure 5. Finetuning.
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steps. 3 seeds.

Scaling TD-MPC2 to 317M parameters. Our scaling results are
shown in Figure 4. To summarize agent performance with a single
metric, we produce a normalized score that is an average of all indi-
vidual task success rates (Meta-World) and episode returns normalized
to the [0, 100] range (DMControl). We observe that agent capabili-
ties consistently increase with model size on both task sets. Notably,
performance does not appear to have saturated for our largest models
(317M parameters) on either dataset, and we can thus expect results
to continue improving beyond our considered model sizes. We refrain
from formulating a scaling law, but note that normalized score appears
to scale linearly with the log of model parameters (gray line in Figure 4).
To better understand why multitask model learning is successful, we
explore the task embeddings learned by TD-MPC2 (Figure 4, right).
Intriguingly, tasks that are semantically similar (e.g., Door Open and
Door Close) are close in the learned task embedding space. However,
embedding similarity appears to align more closely with task dynamics
(embodiment, objects) than objective (walk, run). This makes intuitive sense, as dynamics are tightly
coupled with control.

Few-shot learning. While our work mainly focuses on the scaling and robustness of world models,
we also explore the efficacy of finetuning pretrained world models for few-shot learning of unseen
tasks. Specifically, we pretrain a 19M parameter TD-MPC2 agent on 70 tasks from DMControl and
Meta-World, and naïvely finetune the full model to each of 10 held-out tasks (5 from each domain)
via online RL with an initially empty replay buffer and no changes to hyperparameters. Aggregate
results are shown in Figure 5. We find that TD-MPC2 improves 2× over learning from scratch on
new tasks in the low-data regime (20k environment steps1). Although finetuning world models to
new tasks is very much an open research problem, our exploratory results are promising.

See Appendix C for ablations.

120k environment steps corresponds to 20 episodes in DMControl and 100 episodes in Meta-World.
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A TD-MPC2

Our work builds upon TD-MPC (Hansen et al., 2022), a model-based RL algorithm that performs local
trajectory optimization (planning) in the latent space of a learned implicit world model. TD-MPC2
marks the beginning of a new era for model-based RL, in which massively multitask world models are
trained and subsequently finetuned to new tasks. Specifically, we propose a series of improvements
to the TD-MPC algorithm, which have been key to achieving strong algorithmic robustness (can use
the same hyperparameters across all tasks) and scaling its world model to 300× more parameters
than previously. In the following, we introduce the TD-MPC2 algorithm in detail.

A.1 Learning an Implicit World Model

â â

enc enc enc

â âr

aa

s1 s2 s3
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âr ârâq âq âq

1 2

1 2 31 2 3
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Figure 6. The TD-MPC2 architecture.
Observations s are encoded into their (nor-
malized) latent representation z. The
model then recurrently predicts actions â,
rewards r̂, and terminal values q̂, without
decoding future observations.

Learning a generative model of the environment using
a reconstruction (decoder) objective is tempting due to
its rich learning signal. However, accurately predicting
raw future observations (e.g., images or proprioceptive
features) over long time horizons is a difficult prob-
lem, and does not necessarily lead to effective control
(Lambert et al., 2020). Rather than explicitly model-
ing dynamics using reconstruction, TD-MPC2 aims to
learn a maximally useful model: a model that accurately
predicts outcomes (returns) conditioned on a sequence
of actions. Specifically, TD-MPC2 learns an implicit,
control-centric world model from environment interac-
tion using a combination of joint-embedding prediction
(Grill et al., 2020), reward prediction, and TD-learning
(Sutton, 1998), without decoding observations. We ar-
gue that this alternative formulation of model-based RL
is key to modeling large datasets with modest model
sizes. The world model can subsequently be used for
decision-making by performing local trajectory opti-
mization (planning) following the MPC framework.

Components. The TD-MPC2 architecture is shown in Figure 6 and consists of five components:

Encoder z = h(s, e) ▷ Maps observations to their latent representations
Latent dynamics z′ = d(z,a, e) ▷ Models (latent) forward dynamics
Reward r̂ = R(z,a, e) ▷ Predicts reward r of a transition
Terminal value q̂ = Q(z,a, e) ▷ Predicts discounted sum of rewards (return)
Policy prior â = p(z, e) ▷ Predicts action a∗ that maximizes Q

(1)

where s and a are states and actions, z is the latent representation, and e is a learnable task embedding
for use in multitask world models. For visual clarity, we will omit e in the following unless it
is particularly relevant. The policy prior p serves to guide the sample-based trajectory optimizer
(planner), and to reduce the computational cost of TD-learning. During online interaction, TD-MPC2
maintains a replay buffer B with trajectories, and iteratively (i) updates the world model using data
sampled from B, and (ii) collects new environment data by planning with the learned model.

Model objective. The h, d,R,Q components are jointly optimized to minimize the objective

L (θ)
.
= E

(s,a,r,s′)0:H∼B

 H∑
t=0

λt

∥ z′t − sg(h(s′t))∥22︸ ︷︷ ︸
Joint-embedding prediction

+ CE(r̂t, rt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Reward prediction

+ CE(q̂t, qt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Value prediction


 , (2)

where sg is the stop-grad operator, (z′t, r̂t, q̂t) are as defined in Equation 1, qt
.
= rt + Q̄(z′t, p(z

′
t))

is the TD-target at step t, λ ∈ (0, 1] is a constant coefficient that weighs temporally farther time
steps less, and CE is the cross-entropy. Q̄ used to compute the TD-target is an exponential moving
average (EMA) of Q (Lillicrap et al., 2016). As the magnitude of rewards may differ drastically
between tasks, TD-MPC2 formulates reward and value prediction as a discrete regression (multi-class
classification) problem in a log-transformed space, which is optimized by minimizing cross-entropy
with rt, qt as soft targets (Bellemare et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2023; Hafner et al., 2023).
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Policy objective. The policy prior p is a stochastic maximum entropy (Ziebart et al., 2008; Haarnoja
et al., 2018) policy that learns to maximize the objective

Lp(θ)
.
= E

(s,a)0:H∼B

[
H∑
t=0

λt [αQ(zt, p(zt))− βH(p(·|zt))]

]
, zt+1 = d(zt,at), z0 = h(s0) , (3)

where H is the entropy of p which can be computed in closed form. Gradients of Lp(θ) are taken wrt.
p only. As magnitude of the value estimate Q(zt, p(zt)) and entropy H can vary greatly between
datasets and different stages of training, it is necessary to balance the two losses to prevent premature
entropy collapse (Yarats et al., 2021). A common choice for automatically tuning α, β is to keep one
of them constant, and adjusting the other based on an entropy target (Haarnoja et al., 2018) or moving
statistics (Hafner et al., 2023). In practice, we opt for tuning α via moving statistics, but empirically
did not observe any significant difference in results between these two options.

Architecture. All components of TD-MPC2 are implemented as MLPs with intermediate linear
layers followed by LayerNorm (Ba et al., 2016) and Mish (Misra, 2019) activations. To mitigate
exploding gradients, we normalize the latent representation by projecting z into L fixed-dimensional
simplices using a softmax operation (Lavoie et al. (2022). A key benefit of embedding z as simplices
(as opposed to e.g. a discrete representation or squashing) is that it naturally biases the representation
towards sparsity without enforcing hard constraints. We dub this normalization scheme SimNorm.
Let V be the dimensionality of each simplex g constructed from L partitions (groups) of z. SimNorm
then applies the following transformation:

z◦
.
= [gi, . . . ,gL] , gi =

ezi:i+V /τ∑V
j=1 e

zi:i+V /τ
, (4)

where z◦ is the simplicial embedding of z, [·] denotes concatenation, and τ > 0 is a temperature
parameter that modulates the “sparsity" of the representation. As we will demonstrate in our
experiments, SimNorm is essential to the training stability of TD-MPC2. Finally, to reduce bias in
TD-targets generated by Q̄, we learn an ensemble of Q-functions using the objective from Equation 2
and maintain Q̄ as an EMA of each Q-function. We use 5 Q-functions in practice. Targets are then
computed as the minimum of two randomly sub-sampled Q̄-functions (Chen et al., 2021).

A.2 Model Predictive Control with a Policy Prior

TD-MPC2 derives its closed-loop control policy by planning with the learned world model. Specif-
ically, our approach leverages the MPC framework for local trajectory optimization using Model
Predictive Path Integral (MPPI) (Williams et al., 2015) as a derivative-free optimizer with sampled
action sequences (at,at+1, . . . ,at+H) of length H evaluated by rolling out latent trajectories with
the model. At each decision step, we estimate parameters µ∗, σ∗ of a time-dependent multivariate
Gaussian with diagonal covariance such that expected return is maximized, i.e.,

µ∗, σ∗ = argmax
(µ,σ)

E
(at,at+1,...,at+H)∼N (µ,σ2)

[
γHQ(zt+H ,at+H) +

H−1∑
h=t

γhR(zh,ah)

]
, (5)

where µ, σ ∈ RH×m, A ∈ Rm. Equation 5 is solved by iteratively sampling action sequences from
N (µ, σ2), evaluating their expected return, and updating µ, σ based on a weighted average. Notably,
Equation 5 estimates the full RL objective by bootstrapping with the learned terminal value function
beyond horizon H . TD-MPC2 repeats this iterative planning process for a fixed number of iterations
and executes the first action at ∼ N (µ∗

t , σ
∗
t ) in the environment. To accelerate convergence of

planning, a fraction of action sequences originate from the policy prior p, and we warm-start planning
by initializing (µ, σ) as the solution to the previous decision step shifted by 1. Refer to Hansen et al.
(2022) for more details about the planning procedure.

A.3 Training Generalist TD-MPC2 Agents

The success of TD-MPC2 in diverse single-task problems can be attributed to the algorithm outlined
above. However, learning a large generalist TD-MPC2 agent that performs a variety of tasks across
multiple task domains, embodiments, and action spaces poses several unique challenges: (i) how to
learn and represent task semantics? (ii) how to accommodate multiple observation and action spaces
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without specific domain knowledge? (iii) how to leverage the learned model for few-shot learning of
new tasks? We describe our approach to multitask model learning in the following.

Learnable task embeddings. To succeed in a multitask setting, an agent needs to learn a common
representation that takes advantage of task similarities, while still retaining the ability to differentiate
between tasks at test-time. When task or domain knowledge is available, e.g. in the form of natural
language instructions, the task embedding e from Equation 1 may encode such information. However,
in the general case where domain knowledge cannot be assumed, we may instead choose to learn
the task embeddings (and, implicitly, task relations) from data. TD-MPC2 conditions all of its five
components with a learnable, fixed-dimensional task embedding e, which is jointly trained together
with other components of the model. To improve training stability, we constrain the ℓ2-norm of e to
be ≤ 1. When finetuning a multitask TD-MPC2 agent to a new task, we can choose to either initialize
e as the embedding of a semantically similar task, or simply as a random vector.

Action masking. TD-MPC2 learns to perform tasks with a variety of observation and action spaces,
without any domain knowledge. To do so, we zero-pad all model inputs and outputs to their largest
respective dimensions, and mask out invalid action dimensions in predictions made by the policy
prior p during both training and inference. This ensures that prediction errors in invalid dimensions
do not influence TD-target estimation, and prevents p from falsely inflating its entropy for tasks with
small action spaces. We similarly only sample actions along valid dimensions during planning.
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B Single-task Experimental Results
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Figure 7. Single-task DMControl results. Episode return as a function of environment steps. The
first 4M environment steps are shown for each task, although the Humanoid and Dog tasks are run for
14M environment steps; we provide those curves in Figure 10 as part of the “Locomotion" benchmark.
Note that TD-MPC diverges on tasks like Walker Stand and Walker Walk whereas TD-MPC2 remains
stable. Mean and 95% CIs over 3 seeds.
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Figure 8. Single-task Meta-World results. Success rate (%) as a function of environment steps.
TD-MPC2 performance is comparable to existing methods on easy tasks, while outperforming other
methods on hard tasks such as Pick Place Wall and Shelf Place. DreamerV3 often fails to converge.
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Figure 9. Single-task ManiSkill2 results. Success rate (%) as a function of environment steps on 5
object manipulation tasks from ManiSkill2. Pick YCB is the hardest task and considers manipulation
of all 74 objects from the YCB (Calli et al., 2015) dataset. We report results for this tasks at 14M
environment steps, and 4M environment steps for other tasks. TD-MPC2 achieves a > 60% success
rate on the Pick YCB task, whereas other methods fail to learn within the given budget. Mean and
95% CIs over 3 seeds.
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Figure 10. Single-task high-dimensional locomotion results. Episode return as a function of
environment steps on all 7 “Locomotion" benchmark tasks. This domain includes high-dimensional
Humanoid (A ∈ R21) and Dog (A ∈ R38) embodiments. Mean and 95% CIs over 3 seeds.
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Figure 11. Single-task MyoSuite results. Success rate (%) as a function of environment steps. This
task domain includes high-dimensional contact-rich musculoskeletal motor control (A ∈ R39) with a
physiologically accurate robot hand. Goals are randomized in tasks designated as “Hard". TD-MPC2
achieves comparable or better performance than existing methods on all tasks from this benchmark,
except for Key Turn Hard in which TD-MPC succeeds early in training.
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C Ablations

We ablate most of our design choices for TD-MPC2, including choice of actor, various normalization
techniques, regression objective, and number of Q-functions. Our ablations, shown in Figure 12, are
conducted on three of the most difficult online RL tasks, as well as large-scale multitask training (80
tasks). We observe that all of our proposed improvements contribute meaningfully to the robustness
and strong performance of TD-MPC2 in both single-task RL and multi-task RL. Interestingly, we
find that the relative importance of each design choice is consistent across both settings.
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Figure 12. Ablations. (Curves) Normalized score as a function of environment steps, averaged across
three of the most difficult tasks: Dog Run, Humanoid Walk (DMControl), and Pick YCB (ManiSkill2).
Mean and 95% CIs over 3 random seeds. (Bars) Normalized score of 19M parameter multitask (80
tasks) TD-MPC2 agents. Our ablations highlight the relative importance of each design choice; red
is the default formulation of TD-MPC2.
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